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Abstract

Consider a firm whose stock returns are affected by market returns

and an idiosyncratic market-orthogonal factor. The level of the firm’s cash

flows depends on the level of the market and the level of the idiosyncratic

factor multiplicatively because of compounding. Although a large hedge

against the market index minimizes the variance of cash flows, such a

hedge does not minimize the costs of financial distress associated with

low cash flow realizations below a debt threshold. A hedge ratio based

on asset-rate-of-return regression estimates is then incorrect. This holds

even in continuous time and with dynamic hedging policies. Our paper

provides a simple heuristic for corporations wishing to hedge out the

adverse consequences of market risk.
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1 Introduction

There is an extensive literature that shows that firms can, under some circum-

stances, increase shareholder wealth by reducing the volatility of their cash

flows. In particular, firms that face significant costs of financial distress if they

experience abnormally low cash flows can decrease the present value of finan-

cial distress through hedging. In a seminal paper, Froot, Scharfstein and Stein

(1993) show that firms that have to finance their investments out of their cash

flows are forced to give up positive net present value projects if they experience

poor cash flows. Such firms benefit from hedging because it enables them

to take advantage of investment opportunities they would have to forsake or

give up otherwise. A number of other reasons for why firms can benefit from

decreasing total cash flow volatility have been discussed in the literature.1

Total cash flow volatility is a function both of firm idiosyncratic volatility and

of volatility induced by systematic risk. Consequently, it would seem that firms

could also create shareholder wealth by reducing their exposure to systematic

risk. However, we do not observe firms hedging their exposure to the market

either by shorting a market index or by using financial derivatives on the market

index. Nor do many academics2 or practitioners recommend that firms do that.

Fischer Black pointed out this embarrassing fact many years ago.

We show that the simple intuition which would suggest that a firm with

positive exposure to market movements (i.e., a positive beta) hedge by taking

an offsetting position in the overall market requires careful consideration when

more than one source of uncertainty affects the variability of firm’s cash flow.

This is because the effects of different sources of uncertainty on a firm’s level of

cash flows at a distant date in the future are multiplicative even when these

effects appear to be separable in stock returns over short horizons.

1For instance, Smith and Stulz (1983) show that lower cash flow volatility can reduce the
present value of taxes; Stulz (1984) makes the case that high cash flow volatility can make
the firm’s insiders more risk-averse; using different mechanisms, Breeden and Viswanathan
(1998), and Duffie and DeMarzo (1995) show that lower cash flow volatility can help outsiders
in assessing the performance of firms.

2See Bolton, Chen and Wang (2011) for an exception.
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The intuition for the main insight in the paper can be illustrated by the

following simple example. Suppose a firm’s cash flow in 5 years is $100 on

average. Suppose that the realized cash flow is determined by a factor that is

idiosyncratic to the firm and also by overall market conditions. Assume that

the idiosyncratic factor alone can make the realized cash flow go up or down

by 60% with equal probability, and that the market factor alone can make the

realized cash flow go up or down by 50% with equal probability. When both

factors are present and are uncorrelated, the realized cash flows can take four

different values:

Idiosyncratic factor Market up by 50% Market down by 50%

up by 60% $100× 1.60× 1.50= $240 $100× 1.60× 0.50= $80

down by 60% $100× 0.40× 1.50= $60 $100× 0.40× 0.50= $20

Suppose now that the firm shorts $100 of the market to hedge market risk,

so that when the market goes up, it loses $50; but when the market goes down,

it gain $50. The hedged cash flows are

Idiosyncratic factor Market up by 50% Market down by 50%

up by 60% $240–$50=$190 $80+$50=$130

down by 60% $60–$50=$10 $20+$50=$70

Hedging has reduced the range of cash flows from $80–$240 to $130–$190

when the idiosyncratic factor is up. However, the worst cash flow realization

have deteriorated from $20 to $10 when the idiosyncratic factor is down. If

the firm had debt of $15, it would be bankrupt with the market hedge but

not without. Our paper shows that the optimal market hedge is a lot more

conservative than hedging $100 of market risk. In our example, with $15 worth

of debt, the optimal hedge is $15.

The intuition is as follows. Suppose the firm takes a short position in the

market assuming the average realization of cash flow. Then, if the realized cash
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flow turns out to be low, the short market hedge would have been excessive

and in fact may lead to significant losses if the market goes up. This could be

devastating. On the other hand, if the realized cash flow turns out to be high,

the market hedge based on the average cash flow would have been inadequate,

but this is not so critical. Thus, the asymmetric payoff should induce the firm

to be more (though not completely) conservative in hedging its market risk.

If the firm’s objective were to minimize the total variance of the cash flow,

then the appropriate market hedge would be large. This large hedge would

reduce variance both when cash-flow realizations are large as well as when

they are small. However, because bankruptcy deadweight costs are relevant

only when the cash-flow realizations are low, the firm’s objective should be to

minimize the total variance of the cash flow only when its cash flows are likely

to be low. It does not matter that this low a hedge increases the unconditional

variance or the variance when cash flows tend to be high.

This intuition also suggests that Shiller’s 2004 suggestion that individuals

hedge more (market) risk requires the caveat that their optimal hedge ratio is

not the sensitivity of their welfare with respect to the market, but potentially

considerably lower.

Interestingly, the optimal market-risk hedge has an easy heuristic. Managers

should choose a hedge ratio equal to the firm’s contractual obligations as a

fraction of expected cash flows, multiplied by the firm’s market beta. The hedge

ratio does not depend on the firm’s own volatility and the market volatility.

2 The Model

2.1 The Firm

Consider a firm and a market index whose short-run return dynamics are

rt = α+ β · rM
t + νt ,

rM
t = α

M + νM
t ,
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where rt is a stock return, rM
t is the contemporaneous return on the market

index, β is the exposure to systematic risk, and νt and νM
t are mean-zero

idiosyncratic components. When β is positive and the variance of νt is large,

this is a canonical example in which exposure to rM
t is significant and therefore

an offsetting market hedge would appear to be helpful. Textbooks often suggest

rate-of-return regressions to estimate a coefficient β, which is then argued to

be the optimal hedge ratio, because this hedge ratio minimizes the variance

of returns. We will show that this is incorrect if the goal is to avoid financial

distress.

To simplify, assume that β= 1. The return dynamics over a finite period of,

say, one year, Rt and RM
t , have to be exponentiated,

(1+RM
t )= e(rM

t ),

(1+Rt)= e(rt).

The economy is risk-neutral,3 so

E(Rt)= E(RM
t )= Rf,

where Rf is the rate for a risk-free investment. Then, it follows that

e(rM
t ) = (1+RM

t )= (1+Rf) · (1+ εMt )

e(rt) = (1+Rt)= (1+Rf) · (1+ εMt ) · (1+ εt),

and E(εt)= E(εMt )= 0. If rt, rM
t , νt and νM

t are normally distributed, then Rt,

RM
t , εt and εMt are log-normally distributed.

Now, consider a two-date model in which a firm generates one cash flow at

date 1, C1. Because we are assuming risk neutrality, the value of the firm at

3The firm’s incentive to hedge in our model will arise from its desire to avoid financial
distress, and not from risk-aversion.
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date 0 is

S0 =
E0( C1 )

1+Rf
.

Because the gross rate of return over one period (1+R1)= C1/S0,

C1 = S0 · (1+Rf) · (1+ εM1 ) · (1+ ε1).

Notice that the cash flow depends on the market risk (1+ εM1 ) and the idiosyn-

cratic risk (1+ ε1) multiplicatively.

2.2 The Hedge

Now consider hedging the firm’s cash flow by shorting forward contracts on

a market index. Consider a market index with current value Z0. Its value at

date 1 is

Z1 = Z0 · (1+RM
1 )= Z0 · (1+Rf) · (1+ εM1 ).

The forward price at date 0 of the market index is

F= Z0 · (1+Rf).

If the firm goes short one forward contract on the market index (or, equivalently,

shorts the market index and invests the proceeds to earn the risk-free rate of

return on the proceeds), then the cash flow on date 1 will be

H1 = F – Z1 = –Z0 · (1+Rf) · εM1 .

The expected value of the market hedge is zero. H1 is positive if the market

falls and negative if the market rises.

Define y0 = (S0/Z0) · h0 to be the number of market hedges (short the

forward contracts) and h0 the fraction of the market-risk hedged. Then the
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hedged cash flow for the firm is

C1 + y0 ·H1

= S0 · (1+Rf) · [(1+ εM1 ) · (1+ ε1) – h0 · εM1 ]

= E0(C1 ) · [1+ ε1 + ε1 · εM1 + (1 – h0) · εM1 ].

If B1 denotes the contractual obligations to firm’s creditors or bondholders,

then the firm will be bankrupt if its hedged cash flow at date 1 is

C1 + y0 ·H1 < B1.

The bankruptcy condition above can be rewritten as

ε1 + ε1 · εM1 + (1 – h0) · εM1 < –(1 –φ), (BC)

where

φ ≡
B1

E0(C1)
(< 1)

is the contractual obligations of the firm as a fraction of its expected cash flow

at date 1.

2.3 Hedged Firm Risk

The variance of the hedged cash flows is proportional to the variance of ε1 +
ε1 · εM1 + (1 – h0) · εM1 . Lemma 1 states that a hedge that offsets 100% of the

variability in cash flows minimizes the variance of the hedged cash flows.

Lemma 1 The hedge h0 = 1 minimizes the variance of ε1+ε1 ·εM1 + (1–h0) ·εM1 .

Proof 1 ε1 and εM1 have means equal to zero and are independent of each other.
Therefore

Var
�

ε1 + ε1 · εM1 + (1 – h0) · εM1
�

= Var(ε1)+Var(ε1)·Var(εM1 )+(1–h0)2·Var(εM1 ).
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Setting h0 = 1 minimizes the RHS.

However, the firm would want to minimize the variance of its cash flows

only if minimizing the variance also minimizes the likelihood that its hedged

cash flow will fall below a certain threshold. This is the case if the firm has no

idiosyncratic risk, but not usually otherwise.

Lemma 2 A hedge h0 where φ ≤ h0 ≤ 1 can eliminate financial distress if the
firm has no idiosyncratic risk (ε1 = 0).

Proof 2 Zero idiosyncratic risk implies that ε1 = 0. Setting ε1 = 0 in the
bankruptcy condition (BC), and then noting that

φ ≤ h0 ≤ 1 ⇒ (1 – h0) · εM1 > (1 – h0) · (–1)= –(1 – h0) ≥ –(1 –φ)

proves that such a firm will avoid bankruptcy in all states of the world.

The firm can minimize the likelihood of financial distress by taking an

offsetting short position in the market. However, this result does not generalize

when its own idiosyncratic risk is positive and significant. Instead, a more

conservative market hedge, i.e., h0 < 1, can increase the conditional variance

when ε1 is positive and reduce it when ε1 is negative. This increases the overall

variance but reduces the likelihood that the firm will face financial distress.

Assumption 1 The firm minimizes a cost associated with financial distress that
is proportional to the difference between its contractual obligation and its hedged
cash flow in states in which it is bankrupt.4

The firm minimizes

min
y0

K ·
∫ B1

–∞
(B1 – x) · f( x ) dx,

4We do not posit that the firm minimizes the probability of bankruptcy for two reasons.
First, minimizing the probability of bankruptcy introduces a discontinuity when the firm is just
at the boundary of bankruptcy. Second, in some states of the world when the firm’s unhedged
cash flow C1 < B1, the firm may have a perverse incentive to have a speculative short position
on the market index.
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where

x≡ C1 + y0 ·H1.

f( x ) is the density function of the hedged cash flow x, and K is a scaling constant

that parameterizes the cost of financial distress.5 Normalizing all cash flow

numbers by E0(C1), and setting K = 1, the firms’ objective function can be

rewritten as

Γ ≡min
h0

∫ ∞

–1

∫ ∞

–1
max [–(1–φ)–{ε1+(ε1+1–h0)·εM1 }, 0]·f(εM1 )·f(ε1 ) dεM1 dε1 .

Notice that when the hedged cash flow is higher than the threshold, the maxi-

mum in the integrand sets bankruptcy cost to zero.

Theorem 1 If the firm has contractual obligations of B1, expected cash flows of
E0( C1 ), sensitivity of cash flows to market returns of β= 1, and the distress cost
is proportional to the shortfall in cash flows to the contractual obligations, then
the firm minimizes the expected cost of bankruptcy for

h0 = φ ≡
B1

E0( C1 )
.

Proof 3 See Appendix.

This is a simple yet remarkable result. The optimal market hedge (when the

firm’s return sensitivity to market factor is one-to-one) is equal to the level of

firm’s contractual obligations as a fraction of expected cash flow. The optimal

hedge does not depend on idiosyncratic volatility, market volatility, and exact

5Notice that because we allow the hedged cash flow to become negative, we are in effect
assuming that the firm has unlimited liability and thus it will honor its obligations on the short
market hedge. Thus the pricing of the forward contract that assumed no default is appropriate.
Assuming limited liability complicates the analysis - the derivative short position must be priced
to account for default and an additional perverse incentive to hold a speculative position. This
additional complexity does not lead to any additional insights that have not already been
analyzed in the related papers mentioned in the introduction. Therefore we stay with the
simpler formulation of unlimited liability.
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distribution of returns as long as the shocks have zero means. This means that

corporate managers can estimate and implement this hedge relatively easily.

3 Numerical Simulations

We now plot firm’s hedged cash flow for various parameter values. We assume

log-normal distributions for the idiosyncratic shock ε1 and the systematic shock

εM1 with means equal to zero. We vary the bankruptcy threshold φ.

Figure 1 shows a case in which the firm’s contractual obligations are 30%,

40%, or 50% of its expected cash flows. The curvature of the functions is based

on σ(ε1 ) = σ(εM1 ) = 40%, which are plausible estimates over a four-year

horizon.

The top panel shows the probabilities of bankruptcy. These are plausibly

low. For a small hedge, the probability is rapidly declining. At least a little

market-risk hedging is clearly superior. For φ = 0.3, it is fairly flat (very close

to zero) from 25% to 50%. For φ = 0.5, it is minimized at 60%.

The bottom panel shows the expected cost of bankruptcy as a function of

the hedge ratio. Figure 1 confirms that the optimal hedge that minimizes the

expected cost of bankruptcy h0 is equal to φ for each of the three values of φ. In

general, minimizing the probability of bankruptcy leads to a higher hedge ratio

than the hedge that minimizes the expected cost of bankruptcy. This is because

minimizing the probability of bankruptcy, in some states of the world when the

firm’s unhedged cash flow C1 < B1, may provide a perverse incentive to have a

speculative short position on the market index. This is seen more clearly for

φ = 0.5 where the hedge that minimizes the probability of bankruptcy is 60%

instead of the optimal 50%.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the hedged cash flow with a 100% hedge

and the optimal hedge of 30%. Notice that the firm is bankrupt for values less

than –(1 –φ) = –0.70. The optimal hedge creates more values in the upper

tail and reduces values in the lower tail. The standard deviation, however, is

higher with the optimal hedge (51%) than with a 100% hedge (43%). This
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confirms that the hedge that minimizes the bankruptcy costs or the probability

of bankruptcy is less than the hedge that minimizes the variance.

The analytical results in our paper were derived assuming beta was equal

to 1. When the beta is different from one, the optimal hedge that minimizes

the expected cost of bankruptcy is approximately equal to the product of β and

φ. This is seen in Figure 3 which plots firm’s hedged cash flow for beta of 0.5,

1 and 1.5 when φ = 0.5. The optimal hedge ratios are 25%, 50% and 70%

respectively.

To summarize our results from numerical simulations, we find that (a) when

beta is equal to one the optimal hedge that minimizes the cost of financial

distress is equal to the fraction of contractual debt obligations to expected cash

flows which is often smaller than 100%, a variance minimizing hedge, (b) a

hedge that minimizes the probability of bankruptcy is typically higher than

the hedge that minimizes the expected cost of bankruptcy, and (c) the optimal

hedge when beta is different from one is approximately equal to φ · β.

4 Continuous-Time Hedging

Our theoretical analysis proved that because date 1 cash flow

C1 = S0 · (1+Rf) · (1+ εM1 ) · (1+ ε1)

is affected by the idiosyncratic shock ε1 and the market-related shock εM1 in a

multiplicative fashion, a 100% market hedge is not optimal. One might wonder

if this result arises because we have imposed a requirement that the hedge

is put in place at the beginning of date 0 and have not allowed the hedge to

change at more frequent intervals. We now show that allowing the hedge to

change dynamically does not alter the conclusion that a 100% hedge is not

optimal.

Suppose we were to subdivide the period from 0 to 1 into N sub-periods. As

N approaches infinity, the approximation turns into continuous time. A 100%
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hedge at the beginning of sub-period t

yt–1 =
St–1
Zt–1

results in a hedge profit at time t of

Ht = –St–1 · (1+ r′) · εMt ,

where (1+ r′) = (1+Rf)1/N and εMt is the (much smaller) shock to the market

for one sub-period. If Ht is invested in the risk free asset until date 1, its future

value will be

Ht · (1+ r′)N–t = –St–1 · (1+ r′)N–t+1 · εMt

= –S0 · (1+ r′)t–1 ·

� t–1
∏

i=1

(1+ εi) · (1+ εMi )

�

· (1+ r′)N–t+1 · εMt

= –S0 · (1+Rf) ·

� t–1
∏

i=1

(1+ εi) · (1+ εMi )

�

· εMt ,

where εt is the (much smaller) idiosyncratic shock for one sub-period. The total

hedged cash flow at date 1 then is

C1 – S0 · (1+Rf) ·
N
∑

t=1

� t–1
∏

i=1

(1+ εi) · (1+ εMi )

�

· εMt . (1)

Because

C1 = S0 · (1+Rf) ·
N
∏

i=1

(1+ εt) · (1+ εMt ),

substituting in the hedged cash flow from equation (1), simplifying, and keeping

only terms that have the product of at most two ε terms, the hedged cash flow

is equal to

S0 · (1+Rf) ·
N
∑

t=1

�

εt

t
∑

i=1

εMi

�

.
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Therefore, even though each second-order product term is small in the above

expression, the number of these terms is of the order of N · (N+ 1)/2. Our

simulations confirm that the standard deviation of the hedged cash flow is of a

similar order of magnitude as the yearly standard deviation of return on the

market.

We also considered a second scenario in which the cash flow is also generated

continuously, but the firm needs to hedge its accumulated cash flow at some

date in future. Even in this case, we confirm that even though the market

sensitivity of the firm’s cash flow at any given instant could be perfectly hedged

by the market hedge, the fact the hedge for both near and distant cash flows

must be determined in advance at date 0 precludes the possibility of completely

eliminating the sensitivity to market movements.

5 Discussion

It has been a long standing puzzle in the risk-management literature that firms

do not seem to hedge many important risks to their cash flows. The most

obvious such risk is the exposure to market conditions. Our paper resolves

a part of this puzzle. It suggests that the naive suggestion of a full variance-

minimizing hedge overstates the optimal hedge ratio. This is because exposure

to market risks interacts multiplicatively with other idiosyncratic risks that firms

face. If a firm were to take a short position in the market index and if the firm’s

realized cash flow were to turn out to be low because of its idiosyncratic factors,

then it could face much larger net losses if the market turned out to be high.

Instead, firms should be rather conservative in hedging their exposure to the

market.

Our analysis clarifies that a hedge that minimizes the variance of the cash

flow is not equivalent to a hedge that minimizes the costs associated with

financial distress. Textbooks often recommend stock return regressions on

various risk factors to determine the exposure to risks and then equate this with

an optimal hedge ratio to avoid such risks. This approach has several problems:
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1. Hedges that minimize cash-flow variance do not minimize the costs of

financial distress. Typically, the optimal hedge is smaller. This was the

key point of our paper.

2. Stock return dynamics may already anticipate that managers hedge the

firm risk exposures (and thus a regression coefficient would tend to

underestimate the true exposure).

3. The sensitivity of firms’ stock returns to overall market returns may arise

not because cash flows are particularly sensitive to market movements,

but because discount rates have a large common component. This would

make a simple regression of stock returns on market returns indicate

significant sensitivity, but an attempt to hedge cash flows by shorting the

market would turn out to be misguided.6

Our arguments also shed some light on discussions in the risk management

literature in which it is argued that firms should attempt to hedge its total

economic exposure7 rather than focusing only on transaction exposure. Our

analysis suggests that economic exposures are likely to be multiplicative and

identification of these exposures using regression methods, as is often advocated,

and then determining optimal hedges based on regression coefficients is likely

to lead to incorrect results.

Survey evidence presented in Bodnar, Graham, Harvey and Marston (2011)

indicates that the most common risks that are managed using financial instru-

ments are interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, energy price risk, commodity

price risk and credit risk. The evidence also suggests that foreign exchange risk

that is managed arises largely from transaction exposure caused by contractual

commitments. We suspect that interest rate, energy price, commodity and credit

risks also arise largely from known transaction exposure whose cash flow value

is known in advance and therefore hedging them using financial instruments is

6We thank René Stulz for discussing this insight with us.
7Total economic exposure includes transaction exposure which is caused by contracts de-

nominated in foreign currencies and competitive operating exposure induced by relative price
changes caused by exchange rate movements. See Shapiro (2009).
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straightforward. Although market risk is considered to be the most important

concern for firms surveyed, markets risks are rarely hedged using financial

instruments.

Finally, our analysis offers a more conservative perspective to the suggestions

that people hedge too little and should use the financial markets to hedge many

different types of risks, such as risks of housing price declines and unemployment

risks (see Shiller, 2004).8 The problem with these recommendations is that

they do not appreciate that risks that affect people’s lives arise interactively and

multiplicatively. Simple financial instruments that hedge these risks may in fact

leave people more vulnerable, if they then may have to fund a large hedge cash

outflow precisely when their own idiosyncratic capacity to pay has diminished,

too. Instead, individuals should likely hedge only very modestly.9

6 Conclusion

Hedging market risk depends crucially on why the firm wants to hedge. It is

the case that if the goal of the firm is to minimize variance of its cash flows,

perhaps because owner-manager is risk averse, then fully hedging market risk

is appropriate. However, if the goal is to minimize the costs associated with

financial distress, then more moderate hedging of market risk is prudent. A key

determinant of how much market risk should be hedged is the level of firm’s

contractual obligations that may trigger financial distress. For instance, a firm

with only 25% debt in its capital structure (a typical US manufacturing firm)

8We thank Jeremy Stein for discussing these ideas with us.
9If one could write contracts that are simultaneously contingent on several risk factors,

significant risk reductions may be possible. However, the feasibility of such complex instruments
is doubtful. Not only would this require an accurate quantification of risk exposures which are
likely to be different for each individual, but also the instruments’ contingencies would have to
involve variables that can be easily measured and cannot be manipulated. The possibility of
misusing financial instruments to speculate rather than hedge, for personal profit at the risk of
putting the organization in peril, and thus the costs of instituting internal controls and systems
that can minimize or prevent such abuse, make the case for hedging with financial instruments
even more tenuous.
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should hedge market risk roughly half as much as a firm that has 50% debt in

its capital structure (for instance an airline company).

Of course, the amount of market risk hedging also depends on the sensitivity

of firm’s cash flows to overall market conditions. For example firms in industries

such as automobiles, retail, telecommunications, tend to have higher cash flow

sensitivity to the market conditions, and therefore should hedge more than

firms in industries such as food, tobacco, oil and gas, which have lower cash

flow sensitivity to the market conditions.

Our paper has suggested a simple rule for hedging market risk when the

goal is to avoid financial distress. First, a firm should estimate the sensitivity

of firm’s cash flows to market movements. Second, the firm should estimate

its fixed obligations as a proportion of expected cash flows. Then, its optimal

market hedge as a proportion of expected cash flows is the product of these

two estimates.

Although our analysis has suggested that there are potentially large gains to

the first dollar hedged, the optimal hedge is likely to be far more conservative

than the more naïve full-variance hedge. We can help explain why firms do not

fully hedge their market exposure, although it remains a puzzle why most firms

do not hedge their market exposure, at all.
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7 Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

The optimization problem is

Γ ≡min
h0

∫ ∞

–1

∫ ∞

–1
max [–(1–φ)–{ε1+(ε1+1–h0)·εM1 }, 0] ·f(εM1 )·f(ε1 ) dεM1 dε1 .

The maximum function inside the integral is convex and the optimization

problem is strictly convex and has a unique minimum, and therefore a local

minimum is also the global minimum.

We can rewrite the optimization problem as

Γ ≡min
h0

�
Σ( h0 )

[–(1 –φ) – {ε1 + (ε1 + 1 – h0) · εM1 }] · f(ε
M
1 ) · f(ε1) dεM1 dε1,

where Σ(h0 ) is the region of integration. This region for φ ≤ h0 < 1 is

ε1 ≤ –(1 – h0) and εM1 ≥
(1 –φ)+ ε1
ε1 + 1 – h0

.

For 0< h0 < φ,

ε1 ≥ –(1 – h0) ⇒ εM1 ≥ [(1 –φ)+ ε1]/(ε1 + 1 – h0)

ε1 ≤ –(1 – h0) ⇒ εM1 ≥ –1.

The Leibnitz-Reynolds theorem implies that the derivative with respect to

h0 is�
Σ( h0 )

∂

∂ h0
·
�

–(1 –φ) – {ε1 + (ε1 + 1 – h0) · εM1 }
�

· f(εM1 ) · f(ε1) dεM1 dε1,

because [–(1 –φ) – {ε1 + (ε1 + 1 – h0) · εM1 }] along the boundary of the region

of integration is zero.
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For φ ≤ h0 < 1 the integral above is

∫

ε1≤–(1–h0)

∫

εM1 ≥
1–φ+ε1
ε1+1–h0

εM1 f(ε1 ) · f(εM1 ) dεM1 dε1.

This derivative is strictly positive except at φ = h0 where it is 0. This is

because εM1 has a mean of zero and

∂ εM1
∂ ε1

=
h0 –φ

(ε1 + 1 – h0)2 > 0 for h0 > φ.

For 0< h0 < φ, the integral is

∫

ε1≤–(1–h0)

∫

εM1 ≥ –1
εM1 · f(ε1 ) · f(εM1 ) dεM1 dε1

+

∫

ε1≥–(1–h0)

∫

εM1 ≤
1–φ+ε1
ε1+1–h0

εM1 f(ε1 ) · f(εM1 ) dεM1 dε1.

The first term is zero. The second term is negative because

∂ εM1
∂ ε1

=
h0 –φ

(ε1 + 1 – h0)2 < 0 for h0 < φ.

Hence the derivative decreases for h0 < φ, increases for h0 > φ, and is zero at

h0 = φ.
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Figure 1: Probability and Expected Cost of Bankruptcy as a function of the
Hedge Ratio

Panel A: Probability
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The firm’s contractual obligations are 30%, 40%, or 50% of its expected cash flows. The
curvature of the functions is based on σ(ε1 )= σ(εM1 )= 40%.
Interpretation: The optimal hedge that minimizes the expected cost of bankruptcy h0 is equal
to φ for each of the three values of φ. Minimizing the probability of bankruptcy leads to a
higher hedge ratio than the hedge that minimizes the expected cost of bankruptcy.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Hedged Cash Flow

30% Hedge
(Optimal)
sd=51%

100%  Hedge
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The figure shows the probability distribution with a 100% hedge and with
optimal hedge for σ(ε1 )= σ(εM1 )= 40% and φ = 0.3.
Interpretation: The optimal hedge creates more values in the upper tail and
reduces values in the lower tail.
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Figure 3: Optimal Hedge Ratios for different Betas
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Interpretation: The optimal hedge that minimizes the expected cost of
bankruptcy is approximately equal to the product of β and φ.
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